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Communica ions
and

Rurol America
Purpose

In April 1976, the Office of Technology
A;sessinent (OTA) of the U.S. Congress
issued a staff report entitled The Feasi-
bility and Value of Broadband Communi-
cations lie Rural Areas. The purpose of the
conference is to extend this effort by:

Considering a broader range of commu-
nications technologies which might be
used to meet rural needs.

Further examining the question of
whether system demonstrations aimed at
aclneving economic viability are needed
and if so, identifying the kinds of dem-
onstrations which might be undertaken.

o nicther examining whether rural inter-
;:sts have been adequately considered in
existing Federal communications policy.

The outcome of this effort will be a re-
port incorporating the information and
points of view presented at the conference.

Congressional Interest

The conference is being held in response
to a request for additional information on
rural communications from Senator Her-
man Talmadge, Chairman of the Senate
Agriculture Committee, as approved by the
12 member Technology Assessment Board
of the U.S. Congress. Senator Pastore of
the Senate SubCommittee on Communi-

cations subsequently joined Senator Tal-
madge in support of the conference. It is
intended that the conference will be of
value to the U.S. Congress in its delibera-
tions (in communications policy.

Conference Dates and Organization

The conference will convene for 3 days,
November 15-17, 1976, with about 60 in-
vited participants. For the first 2 days,
participants will be equally divided among
three panels which will meet in parallel.
Each panel will concentrate upon a spe-
cific topic addressed in the OTA report as
follows:

Panel 1. Rural Development and Com-
munications.

Panel 2. Technology. Economics, and
Services.

Panel 3. Federal Policy.

On the third day, participants from all
three panels will meet together to exchange
and synthesize findings and explicitly ad-
dress the question of rural system dem-
onstrations.

Cosponsoring Institutions

The National Rural Center is cosponsor-
ing Panel 1 (Rural Development and Com-
munications). The Aspen Institute is co-
sponsoring Panel 3 (Federal Policy).
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Panel I

RURAL DEVELOPMENT:
POSSIBILITIES FOR THOSE AREAS OF OUR COUNTRY THAT ARE CHRONICALLY POOR

Community
Development:
Similar
Struggle as
Telecommunica-
tions

Access to
Communications
Central to
Developments

For a Conference Scheduled by the Office of Technology Assessment
of the U.S. Congress Held in Washington, D.C. - Nov. 15-17, 1976

By Marie Cirillo

Clairfield, Tennessee

Having been identified as one who can offer some expertise on a
panel concerned about Rural Development and Communication, I offer
the following out of my expertise as a Community Developer. Much
like the stage of development with broadband communication, the role
of the community developer has not been established in any well
defined or established way. This is partly do to some fuzziness
about what a community developer could do in a community, but more im-
portantly it is due to the lack of any mechanism to financially support
community developers. Hence, I consider it pert of my job as a commu-
nity developer to define community, to define the role of developer
within community, to encourage churches, foundations and government
to appropriate monies for community developers and finally to get
schools of higher learning to initiate courses in commumity develop-
ment. This process is similar to what we are dealing with in the
development of telecommunications. With communications, there is
technological invention and natural science at work. With lommunity
development, there is human invention and prese*It day social realities
at work. Next steps, such as institutional form, financial mechanism,
legalities and content follow along similar patterns.

Communications is zritical to community development by whatever de-
finition you give to community or to development. Up until last year,
all of my official telephone communications were conducted over the
Southern Bell eight party telephone system. There were many times
during my half-hour and hour waits fo. somebody to get off the phone
that I had an opportunity to reflect upon the inequities toward rural



Value of Commu-
nications Tech-
nology to the
Community De-
veloper

Particular
Perspective of
the Rural Poor

.,t,..L.Jlawk I Aliwi-1.-nt y. in a quit, 1., loodo.,t Amid-

;1 91,0,0_ Lh'al of prddInq 11.1M a ybanq lawyer,

cJwmul,ity UI cj1ni:!.aikm:2, Look thoit L(miplaint Lo the Puutic

oi Thc :111CCtS5, vouch v)rought one and two

party lino:;, alo hrouqht an additional ,ost which made telephones

even less available to families in the community. Now my reflective

moments are spent wondering if the change was, in fact, a positive

development for this particular communi,:y, with its 30% unemployment

and the majority population either very old or very young.

The facts upon which a community developer judges the worth of a co-

mmunications system are probably quite different than those of the

financial, technical or policy-forming expert. The role of the

community developer, as I define it, is to be concerned first and

:.oremost by developments that 1,:romote cohesiveness within a particular

community. This is a cohesiveness that comes about through a balanced

interrelationship between functioning (not mythical) financial, poli-

tical and social institutions of that community. Everything changes

when the community is one of chronic poverty.

tions to meet their survival needs. It is one

nant socio-political-economic system operative

Its sub-structure func-

alien to the predomi-

within mainstream U.S.A.

Rural communities that are mobile, affluent and within reasonable pro-

ximity to urban centers and not dominated by a strong ethnic culture,

play their tune in a major key. Accessibility makes it possible to

participate in che majority society, and community cohesiveness flowers

naturally within the context of a national cohesiveness. Rural commu-

nities that are poor, immobile and at a distance from a major metropo-

litan area play in a minor key. Their isolation comes out of a need

for cohesiveness within a system that functions for them. There is

some mutual support between their economic, political and social

system.

Since all my experience has been with a poor rural minority, and since

they are a significant part of the rural population, I will address my

concerns about the development of telecommunications as it holds some

potential for these people. Much of vinat I say will be applicable to

all rural communities, but poverty communities with their unique prob-
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Lams have unique posibilities. Along with that comes justification

for government to make exceptions, to give special considerations, to

do for the poor in a way that fits their survival system. A proper

diagnosis of community is obviously essential to proper formulation of

policies and appropriation and further development of technology and

content. Perhaps we do need a special rural department at the national

level. Perhaps exceptions for poor rural communities could better be

made from within a framework of rural policy and budget than from urban

oriented domination that presently exists. Perhaps some of our programs

for underdeveloped nations would be more appropriate for areas in our

country conspicuous for its rural poverty.

Divesting oneself of the majority viewpoint about what is going on in

rural/urban living patterns; what is economically feasible and techni-

cally most perfect; what is acceptable content and form is difficult

when that is the world in which one lives. Mitiorities don't often have

monies to do research, so When their viewpoint is expressed they have

no defense when challenged. Yet the need for responsible dialogue and

serious commitment to an exchange between rural/urban-minority/majority

views is more imminent as cleavages emerge and moods unrest are felt.

There is nothing more amazing to people who are close enough to see it

than the genius of survival that is found in the poverty stricken rural

communities of Appalachia, the deep South and the Southwt.t. Being

stripped of almost everything that America considers essential, the

poor community, within its own society, has built a sub-system which

includes economic, political and social fibers that hold their society

together. How very different a technology and economy we would have

developed had communications systems grown out of this sort of experi-

ence.

I don't zuppose there is 71n:one who Would deny the fact that America

is an urban industrial nation; that we have built an economic sub-

strata filtering into every activity; that are politics and social

institutions are urban. Trends toward consolidation in rural areas

move so comfortably into place because of an economic system that-.

works better as things get bigler. The predominant system is set

up to function technically, economically, mechanically on a large

7
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IROVt. oi:u:; to system woeking than it is to ad-

just s!err th x-!ople whose worl(I happens to 1)e based on

CutICt!H:',

Jome seven years ago mv involvement in a network of unincorporated

communities in East Tennessee brought me to an appreciation for the

role of the hdlf inch video portapak as a tool to development.. Its

accessibility, flexibility, simplicity, ease of operating and useful-

ness an a communications Lool had unlimited potential for community

growtn. The more I began to see and feel what the video tape was

doing for this community, the more I was driven to pursue better ways

of transmitting this material. Once more I was faced with the reality

of an economically developed technological invention that was accessible

only if t was profitable, and that was dependent on the same kind of

minimum population as telephone, water, clinic, etc. One's only chance

tor gettingapiece of the good life is for your community to grow.

Questiions about human rights and a system based on an econony that

denies certain people access to that kind of human right continually,

challenges that part of America that is smell. Why can't the basic

cost of telephone service in a rural area be the same as that in the

neighboring urban towns7 Why can't the cost of cable be equalized?

Why can't we generate local programs over the air if we can't afford

cable: What is there in technology that is denied birth on the Amer-

ican scene because it doesn't fit into the scheme of mainstream Amer-

ican growth economy? From my perspective as a comnunity developer,

access to communications is a thousand times more important Ulan

access to tuanspertation. Government has always subsidized trans-

portation. We need to question seriously its potential for making co-

mmunications technology available to all.

From the viewpoint of the rural minority poor, I find some essential

considerations lacking in most literature about the future of broed-

band communications. Where, for instance,in reports about migration,

does one find any reference made to the return of the poor from urban

ghettos to rural areas: The trend between the 40's and 60's which

8
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10.oll!.; k.,1 pi ()duct lull III t anci wrt, ot I ored JOI in this

dmt.ed %,inat i.. iu. ident i t ied greate

11010 rUI iL to urban in 1.11., ty ()1 known cLy i Ii.cit iiii. How

Lila! :n f.; not typicat of both what is

.1A1 I 11,

71, tit I' d )1 ,

pinl on !;c40,T like population ot

L,-,tween 1940 and 190. The

urvived d tit'u 1-1ule bascqi on hiI II own ood

c.7, at C 001:;. it tit- paL,t f we have exyx-n- icr.ced a 3C1.1

in population. Tho young are no longer running to the cities. Word has

(i)tit out thot the cipporlunitie are not really there any more. The

20.-?,0 'icor niJr, Luc returning they get laid off from their jobs.

5;x1re 62) year plds starkA comin:1 horoo a few years ago knowing they had

or' s0(111 hopefu they could use them sae}: home. They felt that

life was too short to L;pend it all up in some city slum where ono was

miseral:de. A very few have returned to retire. Clairfield is not the

place one would retire to unless family ties were stronger than any

other consideration in life. So my question is what about that trend?

How is communicions technology going to fit into the lives of these

people?

It is suggested in the study THE FEASIBILITY AND VALUE OF BROADBAND

CuMUNICATIGNS IN RURAL AREAS that people are moving from urban to

rural areas and that more people might continue this trend if they

see how they can live in the country and get all the advantages of

the city. Perhaps the trend is saying that people are trying to

get away 1:om the way things function in the urban setting. If so

there is not only a shil't in place, but a shift in mentality as well.

Are we trying that out for size? We need to, for if that is so the

implications of the move is much more dramatic and eventually will

bear on our underlying economic philosophy of bigness being better.

The questions that arise are very serious ones. Do we

system to fit a growing minority? Do we change the system and reorgan-

ize urban as well as rural systems? Do we try to use technology to

bring to rural people those services given to urban centers, or do

we use technology to bring in new services? If there is a rural culture

9
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accopv,o,le way,.;?

sphere, to

,,xtent o: the audience? what in tile
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1:4! molso :;pocit:.,.c. It rural p!ople. operate at a slower

pace, A.: the -i:nes-in-b,.:1.ween are rellective rather than active moments,

how do cccum,: Ations reflect. this? .1.1' people are attracted to rural

areas because oi a hrowinc; desire tor the outdoors, how does communica-

tions ;(:) outdoors, or become supportive at personal desires tor outdoor

activities? II part of the attraction to rural life is a human instinct

drawn to,her with those sources upon which life depends, how can

,ommuhicatlonn direct itsell- to tnis present need within society: If

tnere :re T:owing antipatnies between rural/urban, professional/folk,

haves/havenots, teacher/student, labor/;onagement, how can communication

be used for greater appreciation, mutual respect, or thc promotion of

the basic ri-ihts for the other?

One useful example of a community that couldn't make it. but could

have perhap:: made it bet%r another way, is that of the White Cak

clinic.

In the Model Valley cccIllunity where I work, we have had several primary

health care centers open over the past ten years. Community people Were

primar7 initiators, ant tney olganized Lo become the funding agency

through which professionals were hired. Included in some of our wilder

dreams was tal:: about two way cable, hooking a nurse up with specialists

at the University hospital. That newr came off, and we still don't

know if such a set up would have rovideC better service at a price

we could have afforded. An it ha ,'L:ned. Jo:1 of the four clinics had

to close for inability to keep up with the high costs of medicine.

In the meantime I got very involved in Lhird party reimbursements, na-

tional health insurance and other such financial mechanisms necessary to
maintain a health delivery service in the community. Many people, both

local, professional, managerial and governmental talk about the need
for health education and other preventive health services as well as
the great need for environmental health programs. 'fet in speaking

10
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concept:: becanne they will add to tne cost. vonthough ;miny people

Ore t.,.,tiv,ncett ux1. expt.tt,11 t11;1:; Wt.A11,1 :Ive 11:; in the long run, we are

no". t a; it. wi t I, ..01,!1h,; r;,w di;.;11.n:; ionn 1.0 t L;t ereut yvN wt. ha,,,4
o: noaltn servicon and trio ol heait.ii care. Then I think ol what

one ot oni clinics could have done in noth the preventative and environ-
mk.nt al H!).d:; 01 health C'.1L.'1 a black and whltc port. Apak and over
the oia. trannmission. Local people, witli some paio connaltants tind

t:ou. established agencies, could have developed rwtograms t.o

expi,.tri ;he problems created by unsalo drinking water thit exists in

of tne no:tes. Television could bring information about Parmt-..rs

Home grants to the elderly for home repair so that faulty wiring, un-

safe stoves and broKen porches could be repaired. Commoa ailments

could be tal',:ed about. Doctors could suggest ordinary way!, to pre-

vent and cure them. herbs, .q;.ich are useful and obtainable doing

out into tht woods, could be explained. We could have comet'. .;:g

going on in our community that would very much rescond to the people's

desire for health care. W. could afford it and therefora we could

do it, without a massive flow of outsiders or government monies into

the community. The activity could easil': integrate into our reai

world Lnat is cural-Appalachiad-poor. I am convinced that if we had

a few years leeway to do such a thing, there would come a time when

s;:re:A.- would dt:.srtot'er us and tielieve Chat we were the creative,

innovative thing T-)ing on in t:w_ ffeld of rural health delivery.

such a undalontal approach t c hwoan and
s:x_e'al growth, it is critical that .,:tizens cf a given area have

acces to sew technolcgy and exert influence over the content and

style prjected Liirough th,- medium. II is important nerefore, that

leaders recognize the capohilities that exist w'.thin community. Many
rore tor instanze, have a highly developed capacity to he crea-
tive in the practical everyday activities of life. They have to con-

stantly tigure out how to make du with nothing. 'Mere have been in-

numerable tief; in ny life when sorething has broi:en down at home
and my ihstinctive response has been a feeling of distress, that I

now have to make a Lrip to town to buy a part. Whenever I ar, for-

tunate enough to have one of my neighbors around at such a moment,
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I ; and %.7` 111 C:: ot tele\ IS I on. OUt COIMIAMI

news pi (icirittil with 11' nch v i.cic ttape to drama-

10. 1 C.:;.)111pd:-,11 W,c1 yS.LS it I minute news-

-;;n Knoxy o was i-e-,-arded on t br* :t(mie tape.

haJei V6ltry s oi oboivt 12 uni.c:crpcJrafed mountain cowmunitief3

lJcated tot lc:. 11:)rth ot Kriciv lie. Other than myself goim to the

il le atrport cr--u-;ional 1 y, l<noxville means nothing to the Model

res:deuts other than a placo to bc hospitalized or the place

tnat hilv ,:ranam (leer to spea:. Issues in tne two broadcastn wore

t:undarentally the name, but the specifics were quite different. The

dialects were quite different, the visuals very different, the tempo

and the ippeaf ditterent, the dfel:ence a:AoLincting. The tape is

avaiIal)le up,A1 vcquet.

'hal ivat ie edu,:af provoms could develop out of rural communities

t r t- icat in.. f aci 1 itating devicen f cultural realities

wc,re used to nf t'orm and content 1-'or example, the rural poor

i.ave a keen awareness of their dependence on prime-Ty sources necessary

to life's slsoinm2ht. They need food, shelter, water, heat, clothing,

f-amily love and care, pl?asure space and human interaction. Urban i-,eople

need these things too, but they get them to a greater degree by paying

12
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tor them. Watee, heat, housing and food go through many hands before

they are delivered to the city dweller at a price. The urban person can

achieve some space and some pleasure free, and SOn ? by paying for it --

n.)t so the rural poor. They only have what is free. Quite often human

interaction only happens in an urban setting when zpecial situations

are set up to provide some protection from the masses in order for

meaningful exchange to occur. Often one pays for this. Family love

and care is expressed in economic and nen-economic ways. 3ut again,

one who ha.:; purchasing power can choose to express love through a pur-

chased gift. Cift giving is valid, important and universally prac-

ticed, but the poor have to put greater emphasis on other ways of ex-

pressing love and care within family. These and many other insights

into culture, if given the chance could unconsciously influence the

kind of educational and informative programs developed on audio-visual

equipment. Once more, the need to set up a system accessible to the

small community is key to such needed community participation. An

inevitable side benefit from such localized programs would be the like-

lihood that such programs would be used in other places as part of an

educational series on cross-cultural experiences in the United States.

Recause my actLvities are funded through the resources of church, my

G6,000 operating budget has been constant over the past nine years.

My only directive has been to serve the people in a way that is respect-

ful of their values, developmental from their point of view aod eo-

powering to those citizens desirous of strengthening their family and

comilkunal life. Within the confines of this space, time, budget and

directive my experience with telecommunications has been limited te

two black and white poctapaks and one 3650 Sony editing deck. I would

like to share with you a number of the more Valuable new experiences

that have resulted, and then leave it to you to imagine how much further

we could have gone.

1. Health education seeies. Vanderbilt medical students initiated

an educational series to be played in the waiting room of the local

primary care health centers. The subject matter was common illnesses.

The teaching method employed some visuals, some input from professional

staff and maximum input from local people who were sick. The idea was

13
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that hearing the lesson from familiar p_.!ople would hip demythologize

both sicknesses and cures.

2. Coal mining. Video tapes were exchanged for better understanding

various aspects of the coal mining business. There was an exchange on

union oraanizing between Kentucky and England, and of strip mining be-

tween Tennessee and Germany. These tapes showed differences in re-

clamation and difference in ownership of land. Also tapes on commu-

nity life of coal mining towns in Whales and West Virginia were ex-

changed.

3. Organizing. There have been video exchanges between Blacks in West

Tennessee and Whites in East Tennessee. The tapes identify certain si-

milar economic problems and the differences in the social, political,

racial and ethnic identities of each community.

4. Dialogue between people and government. Video tapes from Tanzania

show how the president of ne country is informed about how people feel

about developments in their rural communities. The conflict between

professional and grass roots opinion spoke to different value levels,

different world experiences, different hopes for the local community.

5. History. Tapes were made by teenagers collecting an oral history

of the community which mace the past alive in a new way for the old

and the young.

6. Playback of activities such as slow learners making pottery and

storytellers entertaining the young and old, provided some identity,

reinforcement and consciousness of meaningful re1ationsh4ps, which

provided a positive experience.

7. Values. Tapes of people reflecting on land use were useful to

groups such as the local community development corporation. From

these tapes we were able to draw out predominant values of land such

as land for holding, for economic gain, for survival, for security,

for aesthetics.

Obviously for people who have almost no access to books, make little

use of newspapers, travel within a very limited circle of people, such

exposure through video is very enrichingfor them and most developmental

for the community.

Thoughts About Model Valley has provided some opportunity as well to talk about things
What Could Be

that could be done that would be appropriate for that community.

14
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1. Using a system to IDnitor business and recreation and public fa-

cilities at niht t_o protect them against vardalism. Right now night

watchmen are payed and sometimes the cost of this makes the difference

In not startino something that might otherwise be possible within the

comnrunity. This holds more true for the recreational and educational

facilities.

2. Another need particularly felt in areas with limited telephone fa-

cilities, is some way to alert people of emergencies like theft, sick-

ness, fire, flood, car v.reck.

3. Television could promote recreational and educational programs that

are designed to bring people together. Rural areas quite often have no

public facility 'and people remain very isolated. Rather than develop

any form of communication that would promote isolation, could programs

not be geared for some family gathering or to create the need for calling

in neighbors. How much more fun it would be if the group could get

immediate feedback.

4. Rural people are by-in-large family oriented. All educators know

the results of an educational program in the school that is counter-

productive because of opposite things being taught through the family

living situation. Could educational materials not be designed speci-

fically for the whole family? In areas like Model Valley where over

half the highschool aged children do not attend school, such a program,

if effective, could provide a third alternative to the present choices

between a daily three hour trip cn the school bus or dropping out.

Communications could enhance and promote a value system and encourage

practical ways of living out that value system. Communications could

heighten ones competency in dealing with how to conserve heat, how to

grow ones food, how to identify birds and plants, how to develop co-

operative skills, how to write. There is much that can speak to rural

life and the values found in that choice of life style. The 'simple

life' that more and more urban dwellers.are wanting is, in part, indi-

cative of their need to come in first-hand contact with primary sources

upon which their needs are satisfied. Rural values, expressed out of
people's real experience, can have much to offer the nation as a whole.
With the right start we might even get some national television that
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will express vi_dues other than those coming from New York and San

Francisco.

ehe word that needs- to be examined from a rural perspective is the
word Developilei)ts get their bigcjest plus in the cii:lec

wilen they Laciog better prices and orkater ctloices. The positive aspects

of developments in a rural area are making things accessible and personal.
these s,osie_ive aspects of rural developments to the poor become even
more signil7icant. (7_,uite atten the poor don't have available transpor-

tation to get to the city tnat has cheaper prices and greater choiccs.

The fact that the food, health service, garage, whatever in a community

can be gotten to, makes rural priorities relevant and urban priorities

irrelevant from a minority perspective. The personal closeness found

in the rural society has many rewards. A friend to talk to, a feeling

of acceptance, a person from whom to learn, a person you can trust (this

is the required credential for acceptance in a rural society), a person
to barter and exchange with - these are all critical to life and very

personalized activities. There are -e- :ons to aspire to urben defini-

tions of developments, but one must be careful about the degree to

which one aspires to these things in specific communities. We have
within rural America, areas which are chronically poor. Areas that

are primarily involved in,extracting from the soil or ground the foods

and minerals needed to give energy to the rest of society, will probably

remain poor as ionq as our nation continues in its present system and

life style. Things might get worse...things might get better. Either
way it will be a long haul, and many generations will come and go in

the gradual process of change. Hence in the development of communica-

tions technolcem it is important to have the technical and financial
competency to deliver the good to such communities so that they might

use communications as the prime mover towards fulfilling their defini-
tion of development.

The Appropriate minority perspective of what needs to be done to meet the needs ofPeople
tne rural poorl is not expected to be a priority on anyone's aoenda.
riut priorities should not be worked out in isolation from the needs
of 'the poor. There must be room for exceptions within any action
model. There must be reasons for the exceptions that are understandable.
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wut. ,;pecit:LT cidantacw.,; to th.. Wilokc r,c,,ciety for makincj ex-

particr L.)LcAsp thur suciety. rot too ionc, ,Are

icloLe!o oT bub-cult7,cr.:2 avtd its sub-system.

.,/,-!ry day the poor become more and more 'out of it'. Every day there

are more and more 17.3or. The differences in the nlovernments and econo-

mic systems of thiri world countries are recognizable. Regions of our

country which suffer from chronic poverty are in no-mans land. This

need not remain the case, and the potential for making a real break-

through within the communications field is about the most exciting thing

dnat I have thought about for a long time.
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